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Saturday History Call

TO LISTEN TO THIS CALL:
● GO TO BBS RADIO 2 & SCROLL DOWN THE SCHEDULE UNTIL YOU REACH SATURDAY.
● CLICK ON “HISTORY OF OUR GALACTIC WORLD & NESARA” & THE INFORMATION PAGE WILL COME UP.
● UNDERNEATH THE PICTURE OF THE GALAXY AND THE LOTUS, YOU WILL SEE A BLUE BOX WITH THE
WORDS PROGRAM ARCHIVES.
● CLICK ON THAT BOX TO GET TO THE LISTING OF PROGRAM ARCHIVES: latest ones are at the top.
● YOU CAN DOWNLOAD THE PROGRAM TO YOUR OWN COMPUTER OR LISTEN DIRECTLY.

Opening:

Rainbird
Everyone is invited to Cheryl Croci's Sunday and Monday ascension and activation calls
● 9 pm EST/6 pm PST
● 213-342-3000; PIN 9467441#

Housekeeping:
BBS:

Rainbird

● A listener supported radio call – Grateful for all the donations from all of us!
● We owe $ 295 for this week
Thank you! Thank you! Thank you!
● Go to BBS radio.com; at top of home page, click on Station 2 where you will find the
listing of the 3 calls we have every week. Click on any of these names & scroll down
to find the Paypal button.
● Website: http://2013rainbowroundtable.ning.com - scroll down on home page, close to
blog page to find the donate button - can indicate whether it's for BBS or T&R

T & R: ● Money for food and gas always needed – can donate via the website at the Paypal buttons
● Can trade with T & R for readings by Mother Sekhmet
● Please let them know when you are gifting:
E-mail:
koran999@comcast.net
Mintaka9999@yahoo.com
Mail:
Ram D Berkowitz
1704 B Llano St, # 249
Santa Fe, NM 87505
Or contact MariettaRobert at 317-773-0061
The work we do together, the sharing we do – all of this is important: thank you all for sharing!
Phone Numbers:
BBS Toll Free
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Hard News:
R: has met Ken Carey who wrote The Bird Tribes
Met Rana Mu at the farmers' market today: 14 counties of northern NM including the Taos Bubble
People come and sell at that market!
T: looking at the positive information
●All of this is really a distraction – as we move forward, we have Dr Keshe technology behind us and
2/3 of the primary G8 group involved, including China!
● the story of our ancestors is what we need to remember
Rana Mu explained it is not all Hamas: there are factions within factions within factions
●there are Black Ops in there
●there is also an internal revolution in Iran – getting out of the mind set of the Mullahs
●there are money, drugs, arms de-stabilizing the region; Saudi Arabia has a role in this, plus the US &
England because this all goes back to the G8 and what was created with the League of Nations and
the East European countries after the Nazis decimated them
●the UN has put together a constructed, ugly story about Israel, but it is that Palestine was invaded
●Rama is not being against Jews; he has Jewish blood in his culture plus all kinds of other strands
●this story has been going on for 13,000 years in Palestine and before; has to with Mother's people – we
all fit into the story as one is healed, all are healed
● Netanyahu is going to have to meet the injustice which has been done – it is has to do with the Khazars
and the Zionists and the small 1% who think they can buy the planet which is not for sale
● It is at the point we are going to have a revolution called EVOLUTION and the 12 strands of DNA, our
higher life selves as we step into the bodies
Rana Mu: as we are literally racing to Dec 21/12 at magnetic light speed: the anomaly called the NEXUS
is expanding, expanding, expanding; not many scientists are talking of it and 14 scientists already
died for talking about it; it is like a level 12 shockwave when it finally goes across the entire MWG
●NOT AN EXTINCTION LEVEL EVENT! Nibiru is not going to destroy earth - yet the
Brothers in Black would love to play with it, but Ashtar & Sananda have said NO
Rana Mu said the timeline of polar shift has been erased; we are going through to where we will see
another sun in our skies: it is Nibiru – not an invasion; our brothers, sisters and cousins will not
be rounding us up: yet there are some races not aligned with the Office of the Christ and they
have been contained – our story is just a small piece of the story
● There are 520 years of missing history which has to do with the Bantu, the Naumo, the people of
Africa., Mother Zudiachus
●the Nadu is the name for the people in the Cradle of Civilization: Ninhurzog, Nimrod, Enki, Enlil
● as Santos Bonacci said the Bible is the greatest astrological book going – yet the MIB would like
to see it happen: there will be no wrestling match between Lucifer & Cmdr Sananda –
● Netanyahu is a tortured soul, and is bereft of love – his soul is asking for transformation; it is asking in
such a way for love, and doesn't know how to get it so he does what they do: promoting fear; they
get high on it – this is how the dark side feeds on fear!
● Yet we get through this by sending them love: the story about Jaffa: people of Jaffa – a beautiful city
– along the coast – when he was there, he was treated like royalty; the people were so friendly, he
drank Turkish and Arabian coffee, smoked hash, bounced off the walls! It was about the love being
shared with the wisdom and people sharing what they know
Camp Loveway: Mark Epstein, economist was on: says same thing as Max Keiser: Jamie Dimon, JP Morgan,
Bear Sterns, Goldman Sachs, etc – when will we hold Eric Holder accountable for economic high
treason?
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● It is about the St Germain Trust – and not the false ones out there!
● The least among us will be in the forefront, not those on Wall Street
● How we help the people of Palestine and the least among us is our test: the reversal of fortune –
Donald Trump, Jamie Dimon, JP Morgan: they will be begging and we will have to be compassionate
● The gold is gone; it's in St Germain's hands! The story is how do we do this with love!
● WE are the gods as we “get it:, then we heal everyone.
Randi Rhodes show: Keith Olberman was on that show with the Palestinian comedienne
● He said “Mr Netanyahu, you are a war criminal; it would be wise for you to step down while you
are still breathing!”
● The first time they have seen him in around a year and he starts with that sentence!
Al Jazeera on Thursday: interview with a young man
● there are about 500 different kinds of missiles
● Now they have Mossad Black Ops who have infiltrated into Gaza and they have brought in other
countries who are no interested in seeing Israel as king pin: Saudi Arabia, Bahrain
R: has to do with the twisted stories about Islam, and Bin Laden who was kicked out of Saudi Arabia
T: people ask why is there still a clone of Hillary when the original is gone:
● this is the same as having Al Queda which is now a belief system: combine the drugs on the streets
which are very destructive to the human body; combine these with the programming / education
children are now getting – school is how to build on negative emotion as George Carlin says: love
the fetus, hate the child, grab it and put it in the army – just to keep the war going
Rana Mu is from 175 million years in the future; if the program slipped by us in this present time, she
came back to dissipate / to make the change if we didn't: 1/3 of the Milky Way Galaxy is
GONE: so we can see what is so important about the energies right now
● the energies being accelerated now, you need to be able to surf the zuvuya – which has to do
with being able to literally fly the magnetic light waves
● The magnetic light waves which travels 10 billion times faster than what we are used to
● The speed of light we are used to is dissolving ; and the multi-versal aspects of our talents are
exacerbating on our imagination– as fear comes into the picture, there is a re-coiling
● Raj Patel carries the energies of Kalki Maitreya and talks of the biochemical changes that are naturally
evolving and that they want to poison the food supply and cut off that development
● These ones are terrified of the light as it is so painful; there can be grace, Swan energy which is divine
grace, one of the Scorpionic energies – it bites itself & takes out of itself that which is a residue
of the Dark Night of the Soul and what manifests is the Swan Energy, the Divine Grace, in order
to access the unconditional love that an open heart can receive:
● we are not so good at receiving which is covered up with a callus which says that those people will
not help us – yet those ones are US, not them – it is peeling away the calluses
●the young man from Palestine had the knowledge that different countries had provided Hamas with
weapons
●the leader of Hamas was a benevolent being; could be compared to like Martin Luther King
Notes from Al Jazeera [AJ]
● Dan Shapiro is ambassador to Israel; he is Faction 1 and a schill for Faction 1; he is strong-arming the
idea of backing Israel & that Israel is eviscerating anyone who is for the US policy in the Middle East
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● Tara knows the timing is impeccable, that Obama knows what is going on – there is a certain time period
that has to go on [even though she would like things to go faster!!!]
● From a military spokesperson: Lt Col Libinovich: Israel is not interested in the truth at this stage – only
in defending the people in Israel [yet there are many people in Israel who are not on this page!]
●As long as the barrage of rockets keep raining down, we will keep on fighting
T: There have been 13,000 missiles since 1991, mostly home made
● this [Thurs] morning 3 Israeli civilians were wounded : can't allow this to continue. Talks about the
bombardment from Hamas [THIS IS A BIG LIE & it is all over US! The youth are angry and
grew up watching family members die – like the war in Kashmir – bloodiest in the world, going on
for 1000 years!]
T: They are going to send 75,000 troops into Gaza , the most populated strip of land on earth – more
than Bangladesh or Calcutta – virtually impossible not to more civilians than you are targeting!
T: As she reads this, send violet light, golden energy, blue balls of flame, orange which is courage and rebuilder of new ideas, forms, fertility towards peace – we can burst these misguided ideas
● We targeted the Fager 5 arsenal, an Iranian made rocket which can almost reach Tel Avie– we severely
damaged the capability of that arsenal [good – it was their own Black Op they destroyed]
Al J: A senior spokesman for Hamas, Osama Humden is in studio at Doha: asked if Hamas was
responsible for launching these rockets.
Osama: All the Palestinians have launched rockets against the Israelis, including Hamas. Cannot say Hamas
is responsible for that [killing 3 civilians] – but the Israelis started this one
Al J: How do you see the situation evolving – all out war; if that is the case, are you prepared?
Osama: the Palestinians are always prepared for war, for last 60 years. Every time it was the Israelis who
targeted us in this war – the Palestinians will defend themselves. Israeli started this & no one
knows how it will end or when
Al J: What does your base in Gaza want you to do with this?
T: the background is: this was an invasion by the 13 families, without permission ; yes there were wounded
ones and many who lost all their family members during WW 2, yet 750,000 were thrown out of
Europe with no consideration for them [the Palestinians?]– this is the background
Osama: we are working to protect our people in the struggle with Israel & to protect them from attack
Al J: asking about what Hamas has – do you have long range rockets that can reach Tel Aviv?
Osama: we do not talk about these things; we are not used to all those things, yet in the fight with Israel
who is supported by the US and have all kinds of up-to-date equipment, it is about Palestine using
what it can
T: this shows about how important is change here [in US] – at the beginning of the story on Jaffa, there
are only 2 things in the world: the United States & the people of the world – with reference to
an upcoming tape
Osama: yes we have weapons, but you cannot compare them with the US-provided weapons.
AJ: where do you get them from?
O: from various sources – Iran and other places; not easy to bring them to Palestine
AJ: what can Hamas really do in face of Israeli might?
O: we know that under the occupation we cannot say he is more powerful than us, we have to do something
It is very humanitarian: when you are under the occupation, you have to resist
T: the most terrible sin is to suppress the freedom that is inherent in every human being.
AJ: we have heard a strong condemnation from Egyptian Pres. Morsi – what do you expect from the
international community? From Egypt? There is a call for UN meeting, also an Arab League Meeting
O: we need two actions (1) to condemn what the Israelis are doing; (2) to ask Israel and to pressure
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Israel to withdraw from occupied land. I think the Egyptians have been helpful in these last few
days – they asked Palestine to accept the truce
● Thinks the Israelis are covering their back – not looking for a truce
T: Obama has been talking to Morsi and to Netanyahu – He is the lone soldier for peace: has criminals
around him, like Hillary, McCain; Petraeus has only been telling lies
Mosaic News on Thursday
● Arafat's body has been approved to be exhumed: found some polonium poisoning from radioactive waste
on clothes – will be found that Israel is responsible
● The man who started this: Mahmoud Ajabadi – born in 1960; Bachelors from Islamic University of Gaza;
Started as a guerrilla in the Fatah movement, arrested in 1980, 13 years in Israeli prison.
While in prison, quit the Fatah movement, joined Hamas movement, working in political bureau.
Worked on issues concerning prisoners and former detainees.
He worked with another group, Hamas arrested him & held for 2 years
● For 4 years he was responsible for guarding Gayla ?, the Israeli soldier kept as a hostage to get the
Palestinian prisoners back; said when he was released that he had been well treated.
●Succeeded in misleading Israel & preventing Israel from finding the soldier; the Israelis subjected
[Ajabadi] him to various assassination attempts – in 1994 he was lightly injured; his son, brother
were killed
● The latest attempt targeted his car, killed him and made a martyr of him – the Commander of the ?
Brigade
● It is clear that the Israeli occupation was deceptive – it intended to halt the operation and agree to the
truth and then commit serious crimes against the Palestinian people: they continue to kill on
some people and Palestinian civilians on the Gaza strip; they continue to act as arrogant thugs, and
ignore treaties and charters and the international community just watches
● Palestinian peoples are continuing to fight
● Latest rockets are fired from Sinai Peninsula in Egypt
● the people are hungry, no one cares
● The Jordanian people are protesting high prices: the people are hungry and no one cares
The police stopped the people from going to the Prime Minister's residence [The Prime Minister's
son is Queen Noor's son – she too has a heavy heart! Jordan answers to the US. People in the US
need to know what is going on in that area of the world – need awareness of what is happening.
● Have 320 million guns and 300 people - when there is extreme inequality, there is extreme
expression of everything.]
Pres Morsi of Egypt: Israel has to realize we will not accept this aggression – destabilizes the region
Israel has code-named its project: Pillar of Defence
● On Nov 29th, Palestine is going to UN to request becoming a state – the whole world gave standing to
Palestine earlier this year – Israel is furious!
Journal News: Israel is getting ready to bring up 75,000 troops, up from 13,000 troops on Thursday
● also, Germany will back Israel no matter what: the Pan German Alliance supposedly made all
hunky dory after WW2 which did not happen as the 4th Reich got itself into the US via South
America
● Vatican in bed with this operation; Germany very not in alignment with US: it is the gov't, not the people
T: discusses various ideas in Germany that would be useful in the US
People in US are working 2-3 jobs and still cannot afford to put food on the table!
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Current TV – week long series on hunger

November 16, 2012

75 percent of health care costs could be mitigated by simple lifestyle changes
● The American diet has encouraged unhealthy lifestyle choices that are having a huge impact on
the issues of hunger and disease management.
People can help themselves

● Move to a plant-based diet[except NO SOY!]
● walking 20-30 minutes a day
● stress management – yoga, meditation, exercise
● spending more time with friends and loved ones

● Dr. Dean Ornish, president and founder of the nonprofit Preventive Medicine Research
Institute, introduces simple, environment-friendly solutions that can positively impact the health
of individuals.
T's note: stay away from white breads: they have a poison in them that creates diabetes! In fact,
stay was from all white foods!
Environmental impact of making one burger is $200
● There is enough food per person on the planet than ever before, yet issues of world hunger and
food insecurity still affect more than 925 million people in the world. We distribute food through
the market and poor people are most badly affected. Hunger is concentrated in parts of India and
Asia
● Award-winning writer Raj Patel discusses the global food distribution problem and how our global
markets are designed to aid those with resources and restrain those without.
● His book is Stuffed and Starved; corporations are the link between the food producers and the
consumers & they operate on the basis of profit; they disportionally affect distribution of food
Don’t miss the full interviews with Dean Ornish, Bill Shore, Ann Shepherd and Raj Patel — this Friday
night, 10P, on Current.
Join the conversation on Facebook or Google+ and share feedback with “The Gavin Newsom Show” at
@GavinOnCurrent.

Audio: Mickel Nuder [?] a Middle East Analyst
● the man killed, Mahmoud Majadi, was closely cooperating with the Israeli side
● he was also negotiating with the Israelis for a truce, on stopping violent activity – yet they killed him.
● Why? There were elections in US in Nov, and there will be in Israel in January: this action gives
Netanyahu an opportunity to show he is “strong” - “ able to handle the challenge as he sees it, the
challenge of Palesting [ie, it was a political move]
● Who is the main culprit? It is difficult – both Palestine & Israel need a political solution [T: Finding a
solution will be up to the US – no help forthcoming from Germany – yet they kill the best negotiator!]
● When Israel bombed Palestine the last time, they would not allow building materials into Palestine so
they could re-build!
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From Abby Martin: Breaking the Set
RT.tv
[PLEASE LISTEN TO THIS]
http://rt.com/programs/breaking-set-summary/gaza-burns-sex-obsessed/
Gaza burns, BP impunity, sex obsessed media
Abby Martin talks to co-founder of March Forward, Mike Prysner, about the effects of the blockade
against Gaza and the list of items that Israeli forces have banned from the Gaza Strip. Abby highlights
Senator-Elect Elizabeth Warren, the first woman elected senator from the state of Massachusetts, as
the hero and calls out US Attorney General Eric Holder as the villain for not holding BP’s corporate board
fully accountable for its crimes. BTS wraps up with an interview with Co-Director of the Center for
Economic & Policy Research Mark Weisbrot to dig into the David Petraeus scandal and the American
corporate press’ obsession with sex scandals.
● Terrorism: attacking schools when children are there; using white phosphorus [napalm]; not allowing
toys in for children, or chocolate – part of the psychological terrorism
● Civilians are the #1 victims but the Israelis wipe their hands of responsibility by saying they drop
leaflets saying to stay away from particular areas
● Palestine: Nov 29th is Palestine Solidarity Day; the US and the Israelis tried hard to prevent
Palestine from making a bid for statehood. Israel wants all the land and is not interested in
truces or a 2 state solution. There are protests across the US in various cities tonight, over the
weekend and over next week massive repudiation is the only thing that will change things.
● Elizabeth Warren: Senator is high lighted– it is a win for the people of Mass – this is a celebration!
She has taken on the banks on Wall Street and is the first woman Senator in Mass.
● Eric Holder as the villain of the day: started with 2010 oil spill – 11 people killed; worst environmental
disaster in history of the US. Company to pay $4.5 million in fines and pleaded guilty to various
things - a giant corp can get off by blaming employees; the 2 men are not responsible
● Gets the villain of the day award for being the one man embodiment of a 2 tiered justice system
T: Only by clearing up the US Empire can all things be cleared up: it is on our watch as we volunteered to
be here
Caller: calling to ask listeners to focusing intent of replacing Eric Holder with Patrick Fitzgerald just focus intent on this

Audio: Max Keiser http://www.youtube.com/watch?feature=player_embedded&v=H4IBUTHyROs
[KR368] Keiser Report: ‘Crash JP Morgan’ – 2nd Anniversary Special
Max’s jacket is from A Child of the Jago available at Tom Baker.
We present the two year anniversary special of their Crash JPM, Buy Silver campaign. They
discuss JP Morgan doing everything to protect the Queen of their massive silver short
position – a position that has DOUBLED in the past two years according to Rob Kirby of
GATA and Kirby Analytics. They also discuss Central Banks pulling on their own little bungee
cords by printing money. In the second half, Max Keiser talks to James Turk of
Goldmoney.com about the link between liberty and gold and the shooting war to follow the
currency war. The also discuss the gold/silver ratio and why silver today is like gold at $600.
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NB: Global Research article on Petraeus – has much more disinformation than good information - being
nit-picky about it; the story is NOT ABOUT BARACK, regime change or a Hitlerian regime change
Reading: The great positive changes post-2012 - M Henry Dunn
● not an overnight shift but a gradual change extending to 2017
T: just the fact that the US is a member of the Keshe Fdn is stunning!
● Within in one month, a new financial system- YES – replacing the fiat debt system
● projects to institute free energy
● arrest, prosecution of Illuminati criminals [#1]
● global forgiveness of all debt within 6 months
● Obama changing the constitution is true
● friendly visits by ETs becoming commonplace [only 20million of them hanging around in human form and
16 million did not get born. As Bob Dean said, they are walking through the West Wing!
● R refers to the X-Men First Class: Professor Xavier's friend Mystique, saw Magneto, Eric, turn
to the dark side – he got angry because he watched his mother die at the hands of Hitler
● the global settlement funds projects begin to manifest:
they have already been manifest: NESARA is the distribution of them
● 2008, Oct 1 - 31st Heidi zeroed out the entire global economy, and NESARA went into action
without being announced – this is St. Germain's catcher's mitt behind things
● Barack Obama will lead us through the rest: was made president elect at 11:11 when John McCain
stepped down at 11:11am on Nov 4th, 2008
● Obama became President INSIDE NESARA LAW
● Several democracies of the countries already have proportional voting & run-off voting, unlike the US
UN will be reformed from the ground up, to be called the HOUSE of MICHAH
Reading: The lost continent of Mu bantu_keylani
[SEE BELOW]
www.africaspeaks.com/reasoning/index.php?topic=1919.0;wap2
Rama endorses the writer; comes on Ancient Aliens all the time – works with Wilcocks, Hoagland
● there was a land called Hiva ? Kiva; during that time, these people who were part of Lemuria
went to build the City of Tiwanaku, the gateway to the sun; in this area in Peru is the gateway to
the Monastery of the 7 Rays where Lord and Lady Muru preside
● extended from Hawaiian Islands to Fiji, from Easter Island to the Marianas
T's comments on Book 3 of the MU series
● Atlantis & Antarctica are considered same land – was not cold there
● Third root race – the Cyclopian people: Lady Cyclopia and Lord Indra

[BE SURE AND LISTEN]

This was all part of following the solar religion as opposed to following the lunar religion
● Trititarians – we were fish people first – ref to the jelly-like bodies
● Egg laying hermaphrodites - the 3rd eye atrophied during the fall
● a snow monkey in highest mtns of Tibet – like Sasquatch – 20 feet tall, all white, furry – telepathic – all
they eat is manna from the inside of caves
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Astrology:
Richard
● Looking at chart for 9pm EST – the chart is all on one side
● Another unique feature tonight, too: Jupiter is also retrograde in Gemini for a while
Mercury is still retrograde
● There is an imbalance at the moment – there have been times in past few late winters when the sun,
● Mercury and Venus get on same side of solar system as Pluto
● we have Chiron in Neptune working together, but we are not really used to Venus-Saturn
● Venus is getting ready to catch up to Saturn in next 2 weeks
● Mars is sextile – Saturn and Venus working together in 1 Scorpio
● The green line tonight is important: Uranus is all about creative liberty; Saturn is about control – rules
time, 3D manifestation, the rule of law, justice, government
● What Carl was referring to: it is starting now, and Mars will run through Capricorn: the battle between
the various groups that are shooting at each other, this battling going on is karma and is being
driven by the libertarians and the control freaks – not just in US, but all around the world!
● It is not quite an opposition and it is surely not a trine: it is a harmony that is not exactly harmony and
causes issues of frustrations due to inability to negotiate up front and emotionally: these ones are
so un-evolved that they cannot sit down and negotiate – and Mercury retrograde is not helping.
● When Mercury goes direct – Dec 15th, things might get better – still a month to go!
T: do we have to live with this until Christmas?
Ri: not sure – we pray daily to get through this process: and 33 days until the solstice: stay grounded,
don't OD on information, more music
● Venus moves faster, will soon catch up to the sun; as it closer to Saturn, there will be a powerful
trine with Neptune and Chiron – this combo will provide some relief, but we aren't there yet!
● Venus gets into Scorpio on the 22nd, and it will be at 4 degrees of Scorpio – this happens at the
same time as sun goes into Sag, Venus goes into Scorpio – which oughta whip us around a bit! Good
day to lie low & stay off the streets – lots of emotional conversations going on!
● Look at where moon is: it is just setting at Ri's house; a week ago it was in Libra - there were 7 lunar
conjunctions between last Saturday and tonight! Moon in Libra – then through Scorpia Sag &
Capricorn - moon is building to full!
● Moon is only 4 days old. Full moon will be next to Jupiter at 7 Gemini T: when we had eclipse on 21st, after 3 days the sun rises – like the garden of Gethsemane and then the
sun rises again
Reading: The Total Solar Eclipse in Scorpio
[SEE BELOW]
www.Starseedastrology.com
Reading: Reminds us of Raj Patal earlier in program: our food and medicine are toxic
http://www.whatsyourdosha.com/articles/three-doshas.html
[SEE BELOW]
In Ayurveda, balance not only takes place at the physical level, but at the levels of mind, body and
soul. There are three operating principles of nature, or doshas...
The 3 Dochas – practitioners look into your aryuvedic astrology & relate it to your docha
Vatta – connected to Air, communication
Use the element of breath
Pitta – Fire is the characteristic of Pitta
Kapha – calm, affectionate; out of balance, can become lazy
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Audio: the Mayan Explanation of what will happen on Dec 21st, 2012
http://www.youtube.com/watch?feature=player_detailpage&v=U8y0MR8KiY8
R: this is only one explanation; the timelines have been changed
R: Speaker is referring to the particle accelerator in Cern, Switzerland
● He is saying that on Dec 21st they [dark ones] would like to play with that device to match up with the
frequencies coming from Mother's Yanni – this has been cancelled by Mother!!!!
● The energy comes from the centre of the MWG – it is for 8 minutes
● The pyramids the Mayan created were particle accelerators – they are natural particle
accelerators and have been here for millions of years
● this is only one version of what is being said, yet we also know what we have heard about the geoengineered events – this alludes to these – listen to this with 3 grains of salt – we understand
that as beings of Creator Source, we can change the conversation with intent
Conference Call:
Gregg Braden has a different take a 4 minute vid – he describes the 8 minutes when we are in a state
of awareness and the god switch is turned on – and we feel a Krishna showed up to Arjuna and
showed his universal form
● In the Mahabaruati. The people went up against the sidereal weapons
● the critical mass on earth has been reached – 144, 000 x 100 thousand x 100 thousand
● the waves of an awakened people can counter much
This is one interpretation: Mother has never said that the dark ones would be gone by the 21st
R: has not heard the whole thing in completion: this guy is saying that because
R: all of these Atlantean grid system makes up the sacred ley lines of the planet
and the energies of what Mother is bringing through from her yanni –
these guys are talking of creating the protons – and they cannot do it!
Caller: are we going to have another let down on the 21st?
T: Only if you have expectations that - don't put all your eggs in the date of one basket
● We all choose our place in the whole, we come in with the magic that we gifted ourselves with
● We are also here with other beings playing out other shenanigans in the book!
● The Middle East question has to be solved if we are going to go anywhere.
● With Russia having the USB stick – used for storing data on the computer – it has the ability to do
things that will stop bullets, stop tanks, airplanes, plasma technology which goes between
dimensions and changes configurations and the power of thought
R: he is Lt Commander on the Bridge – has to remember things
T: does not mean we won't get something miraculous – it is how we synchronize this, work together
Caller: what Mother has intentions for: she comes from the vibration that everything will fit in with her
vibration – it is happening already! Would be good for us to enjoy this!
Caller: about credit card payments and so on
T: we have the fiscal cliff - don't look at the dirty floor
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Caller: same thing Repubs are trying to push and keeping the tax breaks in place
T: Obama is NOT willing to do that! The gig is pretty much up as the people are on to it!
● People have to pick up their part of the responsibility – no whining, just pick things up and
work together – time to cooperate and experience community
CallerR: about last night's program – we have to become hot warriors to listen to this show
● we are all at different levels of ascension – we have to hear what the truth is because
we all have to be strong to listen to this show
T: there are energies that do not want the energy of the people to grow: it is a battle of wills at this time
R: we are on a razor's edge: there is an absolute division between those who support Obama and those
who want to eviscerate him because he is of the Aboriginal Moabite Nation
T: sometimes when there is trauma, it is scary - like being raped at 3 years:a psychic shield goes down to
protect the child
CallerR: has had a different kind of trauma, but glad to be where she is
CallerK: opened a pandora's box – she went to Florida on the day of the election: stood in the Cathedral of
St. Augustine [built in 1565 where the first landing - she was there in 1965 as a 6 th grader when everyone
gathered for a Eucharist 400th celebration] and sang with a Moabite friend on the day of the Solar eclipse
and she asked to anchor the new energies of the Divine Feminine: an incredible experience – all four flags
on the ceiling of the cathedral: the oldest Catholic settlement on Turtle Island:
Spain, Spain, England,
the US
T: at Aboriginal Moabite call on Wed: an advanced soul said we were at Genesis 41 now:
in allegory: the famine is a spiritual one
Audio: Greg Braden

http://www.youtube.com/watch?feature=player_detailpage&v=qZvO0xAMZEU

What will happen to us on a molecular level. molecular changes of 2012

www.youtube.com/watch

?v=Gl0lgc90DPA18

Audio: 2012 Dna Changes - Secrets of Carbon 7 - YouTube www.youtube.com/watch?v=ajZ6KsLoHXk1 5
Jan 2012 - 9 min
Upcoming change within the human DNA is a guarantee. Whether it happens
from neutrinos that are emitted by the sun, by some cosmic ray blast from Sirius A or B or other
means. Already there are multiple new sea creature that were never seen before, and for you
smart asses I am not talking about fish that are 300m bellow sea level. The new fish that are been
found on shallow waters could and probably is an indication that there is a biological change within

DNA that is happening at this very moment on earth.~ Enjoy.
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Reading: Tesla & Marconi
Tesla and Marconi founded a secret city
R: they are still alive; will be back after NESARA and the dark ones are gone
T: this is a galactic operation

[SEE BELOW]

Audio: speaker Helen Caldicott is of the AMA – doesn't understand about the nature of evolution at
the beginning of the talk, she is discussing cancer and genes
mentions xenon, krypton, and argon are called noble gases
R comments that she does not understand about mutations
● Xenon, kyrpton, and argon are cosmic rays that come from the Great Central Sun and belong and they
increase the mutations in our Adom Kadmon bodies where we are mutating and becoming the X
-Men – she will not go there as she is not evolved enough
She is not actually incorrect, and does know what she is talking about – but just not going far enough in
the explaining
Audio: about re-development of Palestine
Source of audio: AlternateFocus.org @ 858-551-0191
● discussion of potential re-development of Palestine from a planning point of view
● Planning Consultant discusses the problem-solving relative to the re-development of Palestine
● began with the assumption that there was a peace accord and the question was about
how to develop the new state and its cities and so on.
Reading: Moabite Aboriginal Nation
Background on symbols on the flag: The Moabite Moorish Woman
● the Moabite Moorish woman is the economic lifeline of the nation, as Moorish culture is
matrilineal and matriarchal – this principle is based in the creative feminine energy of nature.
● Further discussion of the background
Reading: The Mayan Factor – Jose Arguelles

Audio: 3 minutes – about the most distant galaxy found so far
● the most distant galaxy they have found so far: takes 13 billion years for light to get here – it was
formed 420 billion years after the Big Bang
● it is very small
● Robert Massey – the discovery is another piece of the jigsaw of understanding space
Closing: Rainbird
Closing music
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2012, Nov 17 The Great Changes of post 2012
http://en.gravator.com/mhenrydunn

from mhenrydunn
Via Michael King of Vitality Herbs And Clay

mhenrydunn says:
October 25, 2012 at 1:47 am

I have begun to look at the great changes of 2012 as possibly proceeding at the same pace as the
astonishing events that followed the Harmonic Convergence in 1987, but, of course, with far more
epochal effects. In those pre-Internet days, the goal was to get 500,000 people to visualize world
peace on August 17th, with the promise that great and beneficial changes would follow. Afterward,
people scoffed when the world hadn’t changed by Labor Day. But if Jose Arguelles had gone on TV
before the Convergence and stated that if only half a million joined in this effort, that within FIVE
YEARS the following unthinkable events would take place, he would have been dismissed as a lunatic:
1. The Iron Curtain will peacefully dissolve over a period of three months
2. The Berlin Wall will fall overnight without a shot fired
3. Germany will be peacefully reunited
4. Lech Walesa will be released from prison and become president of a free Poland
5. Vaclav Havel will be released from prison and become president of a free Czechoslovakia
6. Every nation in Eastern Europe will free itself from Soviet domination
7. Nelson Mandela will be released from prison & become president of an apartheid-free South Africa
8. The Soviet Union itself will peacefully dissolve, and its constituent republics will become independent
nations, as the Cold War fades into history

As we know, all these things indeed took place within five years of the Convergence. And they were
all utterly unthinkable in 1987. Indeed they were unthinkable almost until the day they took place.
I have begun to think that the powerful transformative energies of 2012 will give rise to similarly
unthinkable results, but gradually – though at a faster pace than the changes that followed the
Convergence. I have begun to think that the longed-for date of December 21 (now mere weeks away,
with the breath of winter already chill in the air) will be an energetic doorway into an extended
period of profound transformation, rather than an overnight seismic shift on all levels of our reality.
I resonate with those who speak of Ascension as a five year process extending until 2017, rather
than with those who expect an instant rapture-like separation of the old age from the new.
I expect that the sun will rise on December 22nd on a world finally aware that profound, once-inmany-millenniums change is indeed upon us, but I also expect that sun to rise on many scoffers who
look out on the same problems, the same skies, and deride those who predicted The Great Change.
And I expect, and will venture to predict, that within five years, the following unthinkable changes
will have blended harmoniously into our transformed reality:

WITHIN ONE MONTH:
* A new financial system based on transparency and asset-backed currencies will replace the fiat
debt system
* Announcements will be made by world leaders of the release of unimaginably abundant funds for
the healing of our planet and manifold projects for the betterment of humanity
* Projects to implement revolutionary free-energy technologies will be begun worldwide
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* The arrest and prosecution of Illuminati criminals will pick up speed, and the full scale of their
influence and crimes will become apparent to the world.
* Global forgiveness of debt will take place

WITHIN SIX MONTHS:
* A Constitutional Convention will be called in the U.S. to reform and restore our system of government
* Low-profile friendly visits by extra-terrestrial humans will become commonplace, and their existence
and familial relationship to us will become well-known and accepted
* After initial squabbling and delays, the Global Settlement Funds projects will begin to manifest
* The two-party system in the U.S. will be recognized as obsolete, and independent politicians will become
the rule rather than the exception. Corporate funding of campaigns will be outlawed.

WITHIN ONE YEAR:
* The people of our planet will vote to join the Galactic Federation, and trade and tourism with other
star systems will begin
* The United Nations will be reformed from the ground up, and decentralized into five regional
bodies,
as the old Western-dominated Security Council is dissolved
* A new International Economic Planning Agency will help coordinate balanced global trade
* As the Ascension energies begin to be widely felt, a universal dynamic of greatly accelerated
spiritual and physical evolution will be recognized worldwide
* A transformation of art, culture, and entertainment will begin to express globally, as the cabal
influence fades away, and the human spirit reasserts its divine creativity
* An International Congress of Religions will affirm universal tolerance and brotherhood
* The Vatican power structure will be dismantled, as the Catholics of the world begin to heal from
the shocking revelation of the full extent of church crimes, returning to the love of Christ as
practiced by Francis of Assisi
* Agreement in principle will be reached between Jews and Arabs to live together in peace, as Israeli
occupation of Palestinian areas is withdrawn.

WITHIN FIVE YEARS:
* The global currency system will reorganize around five regional currencies, as part of a gradual plan to
move to a moneyless society.
* The environment of our planet will be cleansed, transformed, and renewed with the help of our “offplanet cousins”
* Global hunger will be a thing of the past
* Global government will be decentralized and centered largely at the local level, with community-based
decision-making and security handled in a manner in accord with the community’s cultural and
religious values
* Interplanetary travel will become commonplace, and galactic trade will quickly transform our world
* A universal understanding of life as an evolutionary adventure of reunion with Source and everexpanding soul bliss will pervade the liberated religions of the world, each retaining their unique
attributes and perspective while finally free of the mutual fears and ignorance of the past
I guess that will do to start! We need not expect all this before next Valentine’s Day….:) But the tipping
point has already been passed, and I believe much of this wonderment is now inevitable.
Michael Henry Dunn
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The Lost Continent of Mu
http://www.africaspeaks.com/reasoning/index.php?topic=1919.0;%20wap2
Bantu_Kelani:
James Churchward, in books such as The Lost Continent of Mu (1931), wrote that the Motherland stretched
from the Hawaiian Islands to Fiji and from Easter Island to the Marianas. Churchward considered the Nan
Modal site on Pohnpei Island one of the seven sacred cities of Mu. Today its ruins sit on a swampy lagoon filled
with mangrove trees. Rising about 30 feet in height, black volcanic stones weighing many tons are stacked
crisscross like a child's frontier fort. It's one of the more enigmatic sites in the entire Pacific, yet archaeologists
cannot explain how it got there.
Indeed, stone monuments of mysterious origin dot the entire Pacific, from Japan's spectacular underwater site at
Yonaguni to cryptic Petroglyphs on Hawaii's Big Island. Menehune Ditch on Kauai is built from dressed and
fitted stone slabs like something ancient Romans would have erected, very different from typical Polynesian
style. And of course there is Easter Island, centerpiece of many Lemuria theories. Its hundreds of colossal stone
statues and written language point to an advanced culture, yet it appeared on the world's most remote spot. Why?
The legends of Easter Island speak of Hiva, which sank beneath the waves as people fled, while Samoans called
a similar place Bolutu. It was stocked with trees and plants bearing fruits and flowers, which were immediately
replaced when picked. On Bolutu men could walk through trees, houses, and other physical objects without any
resistance. The Maoris of New Zealand still talk about arriving long ago from a sinking island called Hawaiki, a
vast and mountainous place on the other side of the water.
There's yet another puzzling piece of evidence. A map of the lost continent published by the Lemurian
Fellowship corresponds almost exactly to boundaries of the Pacific Plate. But the map first appeared long before
geologists even knew of the plate's existence. Their detailed map places the capital just north of present day
Maui, near the center of a vast continent stretching from Australia to the Rocky Mountains!
The finding of one of James Churchward's Mu books gave the band its name and their obsession with this fabled
lost continent. Anglo-American explorer, James Churchward, who later termed himself 'Colonel' was a close
friend of Auguste and Alice Le Plongeon. This French doctor and his wife had propounded the theory of the
sunken lost civilization of Atlantis in the later part of the 19th when all manner of occult and theosophical
speculation was rife.
Although they had done legitimately useful work in discovering and photographing ancient Mayan cities that
had been lost in the jungles of Central America, the Le Plongeons' theories were based on fanciful and widely
inaccurate translations of Mayan texts alongside all manner of pseudo-historical and scientific hokum. They had
a Queen Moo who ruled over the ancient Mayan civilization and the couple went on to construct an ever more
elaborate 'history' for Atlantis and created a sub-culture of 'occult' writing that continues to this day.
It seems that Churchward wanted an ancient civilization of his own, and using Le Plongeon's doubtful
methodology set about 'discovering' one. His findings were set down in the five main volumes of the Mu series
published during the 1920s and 30s.
According to author Churchward - Lemuria or Mu - was about 5,000 miles long and 3,000 miles wide, a
beautiful tropical paradise like the Garden of Eden.
The basic premise is that by studying various ancient texts Churchward had discovered the existence of a long
lost continent with an advanced civilization that 60,000 years ago had sunk below the Pacific Ocean after a
cataclysmic earthquake. There were 64 million people who died in the sinking, and that it dated back over
50,000 years. The Hawaiian Islands and the Pacific Islands are the remaining mountain peaks of the lost
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continent.
Precise detailed maps of the lost continent of Mu and Atlantis were found on stone tablets from Pre-Inca Ica,
Peru, by Dr. Javier Cabrera, engraved in stone and photographed by Robert Charroux. United Nations diplomat
Farida Iskoviet, assistant to United Nations President Adam Malik, came to Maui in 1972 and researched
Lemurian ruins and history and concluded that they were real. One of Hawaii's leading authorities on Lemurian
research was Sgt. Williard Wannall from Army Intelligence in Oahu. He reported that ruins of a submerged
Lemurian city was between Maui and Oahu. It was a Top Secret project in Naval Intelligence in 1972.
Volume #1 - The Lost Continent of Mu set out Churchward's theory utilizing a "vast knowledge of science,
ancient art and history, mythology and the occult" to recreate the splendour and doom of this hidden antediluvian
world. The Garden of Eden was not in Asia but on a now sunken continent in the Pacific Ocean. The Biblical
story of Creation came first not from the peoples of the Nile or the Euphrates Valley but from this nowsubmerged continent, Mu - the Motherland of Man.
Volume #2 - The Children of Mu The strange, true story of the pioneers of Mu. According to the back cover,
"Sixty-three million people lived on the now lost continent of Mu over 200,000 years ago. The children of Mu
became the most influential people on Earth. America was one of the first colonies of Mu. Mu had an incredibly
sophisticated government, flowering of culture and scientific technology." Much of the Lemurian civilization
lived in homes with transparent roofs. They were free from stress and disease, lived to be hundreds of years old,
developing their E.S.P. abilities through nearly 40,000 years of societal practice and experimentation. With that
many centuries of evolution, the Lemurians gained their reputation or telepathy, astral travel and teleportation making land vehicles unnecessary. They were primarily socially a vegetarian, agricultural, outdoor, organic
culture that worked in harmony with nature and the land, having little use for scientific technology.
During that time, they had to build their shelter, make their own clothing, gather their own food, make their own
tools, and provide for each other without getting into any argument or projecting any negativity toward each
other.
Volume #3 - The Sacred Symbols of Mu, "the strange, true story of the occult origins of ancient and modern
religions." The book says that "all religions have a common origin in the Sacred Inspired Writings of Mu.
Evidence of this original religion dates back 170,000 years ago. Osiris (who lived 20,000 BC) and Jesus taught
identically the same religion. Both learned from this ancient book. Moses condensed the forty-two questions of
the Osirian religion into the Ten Commandments. The Lord's Prayer is to be found in The Sacred Inspired
Writings of Mu. Jesus condensed the text to suit the languages of his day. And the Last Words of Jesus on the
cross were in the language of Mu - unknown in Palestine!"
Volume #4 - The Cosmic Forces of Mu - Churchward mocks the sacred cows of modern science and reveals
that biological evolution is a myth, that there is no such thing as atomic force, that all disease can be conquered
by using appropriately colored light rays, that the Earth's temperatures and seasons have become inalterably
fixed in their present state and that the earth cannot be hurled off into space or drawn into the sun.
Volume is #5 - Second Book of the Cosmic Forces of Mu - Churchward continues to draw conclusions from
the ancient documents and lore of Mu to present some startling revisionist theories about the age of the Earth,
the nature of mountains and volcanic processes, and the Ice Age and Flood.
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------In the 1970s Tony Earll's Mu Revealed (one of countless books written about the sunken civilizations Atlantis,
Mu and Lemuria) claimed to be "an astonishing account of the archaeological discovery that proves the
existence of Mu" From the cover: "When the Hurdlop expedition began excavating, it was with the hope of
proving or disproving James Churchward's startling theories about Mu, the ancient lost continent of the
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Pacific...What they found was beyond their wildest expectation -- the diary of Kland, a young priest who had
emigrated from Mu before its destruction! Painstakingly restored and translated, the diary scrolls provide
breathtaking glimpses into the everyday life of Mu at the height of its splendid, doomed culture."
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------According to David Childress' various esoteric sources, the first civilization arose 78,000 years ago on the giant
continent known as Mu or Lemuria and lasted for an astonishing 52,000 years. It is sometimes said to have been
destroyed in earthquakes generated by a pole shift which occurred some 26,000 [26, 826] years ago, or at
approximately 24,000 B.C.
While Mu did not reach as high a technology, supposedly, as other later civilizations, it is, nevertheless, said to
have attained some advanced technology, particularly in the building of long-lasting megalithic buildings that
were able to withstand earthquakes. However, it was the science of government that is sometimes said to have
been Mu's greatest achievement.
Supposedly, there was one language and one government. Education was the keynote of the Empire's success,
and because every citizen was versed in the laws of the universe and was given thorough training in a profession
or trade, magnificent prosperity resulted. A child's education was compulsory to the age of 21 in order for him to
be eligible to attend citizenship school. This training period lasted for seven years; so the earliest age at which a
person could become a citizen of the empire was 28. Earthquake-resistant walls were important all around the
Ring-of-Fire, in ancient Mu.
It is claimed that the Elders of Lemuria, known as the Thirteenth School, moved their headquarters prior to the
cataclysm to the uninhabited plateau of Central Asia that we now call Tibet. Here they supposedly established a
library and school known as 'The Great White Brotherhood'.
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------In her book The Secret Doctrine (1888), Madame Blatvatsky claimed to have learned of Lemuria in The Book
of Dzyan - which she said was composed in Atlantis and shown to her by the Mahatmas. However, in her
writings she gave Philip Schlater the honor of inventing the name, Lemuria.
Blasvatsky located her Lemuria in the Indian Ocean about 150 million years ago. She may have obtained her
ideas of a sunken land in the Indian Ocean from Sanskrit legends of the former continent of Rutas that sank
beneath the sea. But the name Rutas sounds too spiritless and uninspiring to have held such a prominent place in
cosmic history.
Blasvatsky placed her "Third Continent of the Third Root Race" in the Indian Ocean between Madagascar and
Malaysia. Surprisingly, many scientists of her day concurred and even came up with the name, derived from
'lemur', the ghostlike primates who supposedly lived there.
Blasvatsky described the Lemurians as "the third root race" to inhabit the Earth. They were egg-laying beings
with a third eye that gave them psychic powers and allowed them to function without a brain. Originally they
were bisexual - their downfall came about after they discovered sex.
[These are metaphors for male and female - polarities and moving from beings of light who have no sexual
orientation as they do not exist in the electromagnetic energies of a physical body.]
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------The myths and traditions of India abound with references. The Rig Veda in particular speaks of "the three
continents that were"; the third was home to a race called the Danavas. A land called Rutas was an immense
continent far to the east of India and home to a race of sun-worshippers. But Rutas was torn asunder by a
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volcanic upheaval and sent to the ocean depths. Fragments remained as Indonesia and the Pacific islands, and a
few survivors reached India, where they became the elite Brahman caste.
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------The Austrian mystic Rudolf Steiner claimed that during the sixth and seventh subraces (of the Third Root Race)
colonies were established as far away as Easter Island. The continent girdled much of the Pacific near the
Equator, and thousands of island peaks remain to mark its former glory. Edgar Cayce made a distinction between
Mu, which floated off the coast of Baja, California, and Lemuria, whose location is confusing to say the least.
According to Cayce: "The Andean, or the Pacific coast of South America, occupied then the extreme western
portion of Lemuria." Either he meant eastern or Earth¹s land masses have changed a lot, perhaps due to a pole
shift or crustal slippage. The channeled entity Seth spoke of a civilization called Lumania on the island of
Maskara, whose mountain peaks today form Indonesia.
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------Supposed Timeline for Lemuria
Both Blavatsky and Ruth Montgomery (The World Before) dated Lemuria to millions of years ago. Yet most
sources define the Lemurian era as roughly 75,000 to 20,000 B.C., still prior to Atlantis. Some scholars believe
the two civilizations co-existed for thousands of years. A handful of radical geologists (called Catastrophists)
believe a continent called Pacifica existed within the last 100,000 years, and that its fairly rapid submersion
caused mountains on the perimeter to rise and created hundreds of volcanoes called the Ring of Fire. Sea levels
worldwide were disrupted as water rushed in to fill an enormous basin created by the sinking and caused oceans
to drop hundreds of feet.
Lemuria's appearance with a full-blown culture has spawned many interesting theories, including visits from
extraterrestrials who introduced a new species of genetically engineered humans to replace their dim-witted
ancestors. (This might explain the reference in Genesis to the 'sons of gods' mating with the 'daughters of men.')
In any case there is no question humanity made a kind of great leap around 40,000 B.C. with advances in
transportation, technology, art, and language. In Europe the Cro-Magnons, in the Pacific Lemurians.
What was Lemuria like?
Was it home to a gentle race of mystics and dreamers or an advanced society whose technology helped bring it
down? According to Theosophy Lemurians had pliable, jelly-like bodies and slowly developed physicality. The
first Lemurian subraces were apelike, egg-laying hermaphrodites who communicated by mental telepathy
through a 'third eye.' This atrophied after Lemuria's fall and became the pineal gland still found in modern
humans. These androgynous beings lived in perpetual torpor like the Lemurian Dreamers that the channeled
entity Lazaris speaks about.
Finally, the ever-increasing density of matter helped usher in an era of sexual reproduction, and two distinct
sexes emerged from one being. This marked the fall of man, and henceforth male and female would strive to
reunite as one body through sexual intercourse.
Yet most sources claim Lemurians were much more like modern humans, living in an idyllic paradise, largely
agrarian with lush forests and an abundance of flowers and fruit trees. Feminine principles of sharing,
cooperation, and creativity produced a society virtually free of crime, strife, and warfare. Lemurians were
vegetarians and lived in harmony with nature and other creatures, and they had highly developed psychic and
telepathic senses, which were applied in practical endeavours such as horticulture. People believed in 'mind over
matter' and were adept at manifestation and other 'reality creating' techniques. This tradition survives, some
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claim, in the Polynesian concept of mana and various fire-walking ceremonies throughout the region.
Even traditional anthropologists are puzzled by a pre-Polynesian culture that stretched across most of the Pacific.
Widely separated locales displayed astonishing similarities in village life, religious cults, myths, and foods such
as coconuts, bananas, and taro. Over time each area, such as Polynesia, grew more diverse and distinctive and
eventually lost contact with the other. The languages of this culture were thought to be Austronesian., which
includes hundreds of related tongues still found today from Polynesia to distant Madagascar.
What happened to Lemuria?
Can an entire continent sink or vanish? That's something most geologists say is impossible. Yet the event is
widely supported by Pacific area mythology from Australia to Arizona. From Hopi legend: 'Down on the bottom
of the seas lie all the proud cities, the flying patuwvotas, and the worldly treasures corrupted with evil . . ." Faced
with disaster, some people hid inside the earth while others escaped by crossing the ocean on reed rafts, using the
islands as stepping-stones. The same story of escape to dry land appears in the Popul Vu epic of the Quiche
Maya and the Modoc tribe near Mt. Shasta among many others.
According to the Rosicrucians of San Jose, California, the disastrous cycle began with volcanic eruptions,
earthquakes, and collapse of subterranean gas belts. Magnetic waves started moving around the globe, and
Lemuria began to go under. Fortunately, there was time enough for small groups to salvage part of Lemuria's
precious wisdom, which was stored in crystals. Some colonists reached India and from there Mesopotamia and
Egypt, while others migrated eastward on crude rafts to the Americas, forming the racial core of the earliest
Indian tribes. In fact, California was home to history's oldest people: pure Lemurians who later became the
California Indians. That would explain why America's oldest human artifacts were found on Santa Rosa Island
off Santa Barbara, dated around 25,000 B.C. The same time Lemuria may have slipped beneath the waves.
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------Gordon Michael Scallion
According to Gordon-Michael Scallion - the Lemurians were like thought projections - not physically solid. It
made them higher in frequency and closer to the Creator's energy vibration level.
Their souls came to Earth to experience the physical vibration. They were about nine feet tall. Their skin had an
aqua cast changing from blue to green in conjunction with two seasonal cycles each year. Their faces were
elongated, and oval. Their eyes were large with lids running vertically. The texture of their skin was slightly
scaly. They breathed through their skin, not lungs. The temperature of the planet, the atmosphere, the light and
the orbits of the other planets were much different then. The first Lemurians were androgynous - neither male
nor female.
The Lemurian experience began with the projection of 144 soul groups - representing the projection of 33
million souls. Some of the souls came from the 'Red Planet'. Some of the souls came from the stars - Pleiades
and Sirius - and projected into physical form on Earth.
Some groups chose water, some the plant kingdom, the mineral kingdom, or the animal kingdom. The greater
experiments were with the animal kingdom as this realm allowed for longer life spans and greater mobility. The
Earth had interesting species at that time which included giants and elves.
The souls from Lemuria eventually went on to become the Atlanteans.
[Metaphors - reality is 12 around one. Taken to a higher harmonic we have 12 X 12 =144. The Red Planet Red=color of the root chakra or physical plane. Mars is called the Red planet therefore many believe they existed
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on Mars. The blue and green are the colors of blueprint and alchemy - experience of emotion through the heart
chakra - the seat of the soul - we are here to experience emotions and return to balance - when we return to the
level of the Lemurians]
http://searchalot.net/texis/open/openframer?urls=http://www.crystalinks.com/ancient.html
Bantu_Kelani:
I am confused. Are we supposed to believe the mythologies of the many nations that contain accounts of a
sunken Motherland? The Pacific existence of Mu can be ascertained within the sacred books and the oral
traditions of many indigenous nations. From the description of Mu Civilization given by the Polynesian of
Hawai, the reference to Mu in Hindu texts like the Tamil "Silappadikaran" to the secret spiritual teachings of Mu
by the Rosicrucians, the Dogon and the Tuaregs in Africa, should we believe that we are all descendents of the
(human) beings of Mu?
iyah360:
The theory of lost civilizations makes some sense if one takes into account the periodic ice ages and floods that
the earth experiences as its relative angle to the sun shifts over so many thousands of years. It is plausible that a
civilization(s) could of been swept under the ocean.
There is much information that is kept from the public - it is easy to speculate of many things that MIGHT have
been when one takes into account the consistent looting of older cultures artifacts, burning of libraries, that the
west and others have been involved in when they have invaded other areas. There is definitely a spark of genius
that has been ever consistent for thousands of years that has built all civilizations - and it seems that there has
been a struggle by the West to have a monopoly on this knowledge while erasing all traces of the previous which
gave birth to it. Who knows what information is stored in the private sections of the Western universities, in the
vaults of the Vatican, in the libraries of the fraternal organizations, and in the private collections which constitute
the braintrust of Europe?
The Sudroids (relatives of the African Nubians) in India retain legends of a land mass off the coast of India.
Bantu_Kelani:
Thanks for your input Iyah.
Indeed, the hypotheses of many Shamans, seers and mediums in Africa, South America, China, Tibet, Australia,
Melanesia and the many sects created by White people (Freemasonry, Rosicrucian, the Order of the Golden
Dawn, etc..) are routed in ideas of lost continents. They deal specifically with trans-oceanic origins for the Old
Khemetic, Mesoamerican, Taoist, Buddhist, Eagan and British Isles civilizations in Mu and Atlantis. However,
there are not enough archeological artifacts and ancient records out there to validate these as facts. It is true that
warlike conquerors like the Aryan and Semitic groups took the records of the conquered civilizations and mixed
them with falsehood so that the younger generations would not know the original olden wisdom that would
enable them to evolve into a higher state of being. But could we be mentally and spiritually superstitious to
believe mysteries that are constituents of myths? For they only exist in hypothetical and as a result one cannot
investigate and resolve them. Islam, Christianity, and Judaism blindly follow ancient allegories borrowed from
pagan antiquity. So, I ask another question, how could esoteric disciples believe in such myth as lost continents
in search of FACTS?
B.K
iyah360:

Quote

Therefore, how could esoteric disciples believe in such myth as lost continents in search of FACTS?
Yes . . . we are left in a game of speculation when the truth is hidden from us. Lost continents are PLAUSIBLE - but the
value we place on their knowledge and their people is where the fantasy can come in. I think if there is something to it, it
would be the indigenous of the world who would retain it in their legends. For the rest of us outside of these cultures - and
without access to the factual information - we can only rely on what is available.
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2012, Nov 5

The Total Solar Eclipse in Scorpio, November 13th, 2012

http://www.starseedastrology.com/apps/blog
On November 13th, 2012, a Total Solar Eclipse will occur in the House of Scorpio effecting a grand bifurcation
and transmutation of all things upon the Earth. Beginning with and beyond this event positive, obvious, and
powerful life transformations of all magnitudes will manifest brilliantly within our lives. The eclipse will provide
the cosmic ignition to Saturn, setting its young transit in Scorpio ablaze, and it will have a crippling effect upon
those who have attempted to subvert humanity’s predestined evolution. A vibrational divide will commence
which will separate lower vibrational beings from their higher counterparts, to include, and especially in the
physical sense. With rebirth being a potent theme, look for life to become far more profound beyond the shadow
of this Scorpio solar eclipse!
Expect the following types of Scorpio solar eclipse synchronicities: supernatural psychic activations, literal and
metaphorical deaths, total transformations of material circumstances, great transferences of power, investigations
that shock and cause outcry, necessary and favorable conversions of resources, the relentless exposure of evil,
crime, and secrecy, the purging of corruption, medical traumas and the sudden awareness of disease, sacred and
paradigm ending revelations, sudden appropriations of wealth, great disruptions to secret societies, the breaking
of entanglements, the deepening of spiritual devotion, breakthroughs in psychotherapy, the enforcement of
accountability, public shamings, and revivals of health.
As a rule, all eclipses sync with divinely ordained experiences, the most powerful type being the total solar
eclipse. When an eclipse occurs currents of fate ripple throughout our lives. It is important to know this because
there are times in life where God shows His hand. Eclipses qualify to be included among these times. The
nature of one’s eclipse experience will always reflect their Light Quotient, which is the composite of one’s
mental, spiritual, and physical vibrations. Eclipses are designed to quantum leap our lives and they have been
heralded throughout history as omens of radical change – and rightly so! By referencing one’s own horoscope,
which is in fact a sacred document, one can very easily determine where an eclipse will have the greatest impact
on their lives. Their effects needn’t be secret.
Quite literally, a new world will emerge beyond November 13th. The bifurcation effect of this eclipse, and of
Saturn’s transit in Scorpio, will work to physically separate people based on their vibrational polarity. People
will begin to disconnect and reconnect in the most intimate of ways that allow for new strengths to emerge. As a
result, those of a lower vibration will find themselves unbelievably restricted and amidst impossibly difficult
circumstances while others of a higher vibration will enjoy an empowering and beautifying metamorphosis that
will allow them to advance in life and serve God’s will for our race and planet. Polarity is one of the principle
laws of nature so watch as people are divided and reconnected in accordance with it.
Two of the preeminent themes of Saturn’s transit in Scorpio will make dramatic entrances with this eclipse: that
of sex and disease, and of all of the things connected to them. Sexual indiscretion, to include past indiscretions,
will now carry painful, costly, and potentially deadly consequences. One would be wise to abstain from sexual
activity lest it is accompanied with the love vibration. Sexuality will become a topic of intense and sustained
trial where the natures of gender will serve as a plane of challenge, growth, and learning. We are wise to treat
sex with respect because it belongs to the House that also encompasses what is sacred and what is deadly.
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Victories against and manifestations of disease will also soon present as major life themes for millions and millions of
people. Recovery and cure will come to some while others are abducted by affliction and forced into dark territory,
personal vibration being the determining factor. The element of water will become more vital than ever so observe as
the aqueous comes into focus as a carrier of pathogens, a course for healing, and a domain of adversity. We have
entered a time where hidden cures will become disclosed and where great swathes of our population will accept the
grim reality that disease and death have been cloaked as food and medicine by our most trusted earthly agencies.
Revelation and transformation do belong to the same House: Scorpio.
This eclipse and its cycle, of a force so great as to cause the end of an international war, will bring the reality of the
occurrence of the most heinous crimes powerfully into the collective consciousness. In specific I am referring to
human slavery, ritual sacrifice, pedophilia, torture networks, sex trafficking, drug smuggling, criminal conspiracy and
coverup, and deeply entrenched satanic networks, all of which have been sanctioned and enabled by the highest
offices and personages of modern international society. It is promised that the filth of the House of Scorpio will be
brought into sight. Babylon will be seen as never before!
Organized crime syndicates will now begin to be dismantled and will be mortally wounded as Saturn transits Scorpio,
the House of crime. As the participants of this world possess some of the lowest vibrations imaginable reality itself
will bleed them dry. Criminal cooperation will become a thing of the past. This miserable lot will implode from
unrelenting stressors to include disconnection from logistical support, raw materials, and financial liquidity, criminal
prosecutions, chain of command failures, and factional war – watch as they turn on themselves. Spread the word:
organized crime has no future.
It is of personal importance that beyond this eclipse and during its subsequent six moon cycle we each work to
transmute every form and instance of darkness that we find in our lives into something resembling divinity. A high
eclipse calling would be that we all strive to become experts in the ancient alchemical art of transmutation. With this
focus we will need to re-allocate our energy and resources into the areas of our lives which are most in need. Many of
us will need to let go of things long held dear in order to fare well into the future. Some will be bitter to arrive at such
a crossroads but the time for the most drastic types of life transformations to occur has come, signaled by our
shadowed sun.
With the goal of self-mastery in our hearts and minds we would each benefit from an internal inspection that focuses
on the identification of flaws and of our ability to evolve beyond them. To aid in this process I encourage my readers
to purge things that are known to be harmful from their midst, in any shape or form, material or immaterial, internal or
external. The pluming of the psyche will be a required course where psychological self-reflection and awareness of
self-limitation become crystallized in our consciousness. As arduous as this type of inner-journey may be delight in
knowing that the momentum and rhythm of life, as soon to be established by the coming eclipse, will promote the
success of astonishingly positive re-creations of our character and our lives.
As many of us have become aware our minds can interface with the cosmos to alter our futures in tremendously
favorable ways. Spacetime is malleable to choice and intention. On that note here is an example of an intention to
set, during the upcoming eclipse, so that maximum benefit may be enjoyed: “I have transcended every lower
vibrational aspect of my life beginning with and beyond this eclipse.” November 13th is a wise time to set benevolent
and encompassing intentions, by the way. A quickened ascension in life is the reward for this verbal or telepathic
effort.
A black sun approaches for all who are living, some won’t survive it, and this can mean singing. A time of rebirth, but
where will life take us? Those rich in spirit know that nothing can break us. Let’s purge all their poison, they think
themselves clever, their methods grow obvious, we can easily sever. A new world is dawning, one of virtue and Light,
God’s hand is coming with the scorpion’s might. This House is intense, like a coal into diamond, by vanquishing fear
you can learn how to find Him.
Our cycle of life does include death, so while we’re all here let’s give this our best. Mystery and water, mixed close by
the Father, the elements have gender, like a son and a daughter. As much as they try they’re promised to fail,
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Babylon’s is fallen, their leaders turn frail. Now of all these last words, these next are worth most, pray to God dearly
for our spirit’s rebirth.
Mystically,
Astrologer Salvador Russo
**********************************
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The Three Doshas

http://www.whatsyourdosha.com/articles/three-doshas.html

In Ayurveda, balance not only takes place at the physical level, but at the levels of mind, body
and soul. There are three operating principles of nature, or doshas...
Vata

Pitta

Kapha

While we cannot see these doshas, we see the effect that they have on our mind and body. They operate as
"metabolic principles." Each person is born with a unique combination of each of these three doshas, which
make up his or her mind/body type. The goal is to find your particular mind/body type and keep it in balance for
optimum health and happiness. This balance is achieved through diet, exercise, and lifestyle.

Vata
Vata-type people are generally thin and find it hard to gain weight. Because of this, Vatas have very little energy
reserve and can tire easily and get themselves out of balance. Vatas need to get sufficient rest and not overdo
things, stay warm, and keep a regular lifestyle routine.
The Vata dosha controls all movement in the body, including breathing, digestion, and nerve impulses from the
brain. When Vata is out of balance, anxiety and other nervous disorders may be present. Digestive problems,
constipation, cramps, and even premenstrual pain usually are attributed to a Vata imbalance.
The most important thing to know about Vata is that it leads the other doshas. Vata usually goes out of balance
first, which causes the early stages of disease. More than half of all illnesses are Vata disorders. Balancing Vata
is important for everyone, because when Vata is in balance, Pitta and Kapha are generally in balance as well.

Pitta
Pitta-type people are generally of medium size and well proportioned. They have a medium amount of physical
energy and stamina. They also tend to be intelligent and have a sharp wit and a good ability to concentrate. Fire
is a characteristic of Pitta, whether it shows up as fiery red hair or a short temper. Since Pittas' body temperature
is generally warm, Pitta types can go out of balance with overexposure to the sun. Their eyes are sensitive to
light. They are ambitious by nature but also can be demanding and a types are known for their strong digestion
but should be careful not to abuse it. Their heat makes them particularly thirsty, and they should take caution not
to douse their agni, or digestive fire, with too much liquid during meals. Pitta dosha leads us to crave moderation
and purity. We rely on Pitta to regulate our intake of food, water, and air. Any toxins, such as alcohol or tobacco,
show up as a Pitta imbalance. Toxic emotions such as jealousy, intolerance, and hatred also should be avoided to
keep Pitta in balance for optimum health.

Kapha
Kapha-type people tend to have sturdy, heavy frames, providing a good reserve of physical strength and stamina.
This strength gives Kaphas a natural resistance to disease and a generally positive outlook about life. The Kapha
dosha is slow, and Kapha types tend to be slow eaters with slow digestion. They also speak slowly. They are
calm and affectionate but, when out of balance, can become stubborn and lazy. They learn slowly, with a
methodical approach, but also retain information well with a good understanding of it.
Kapha dosha controls the moist tissues of the body, so a Kapha imbalance may show up as a cold, allergies, or
asthma. This is worse in Kapha season, March through June. Cold and wet weather aggravates Kapha. They
should not dwell in the past or resist change. They need lots of exercise and need to be careful not to overeat.
Kaphas need stimulation to bring out their vitality. Kapha dosha teaches us steadiness and a sense of well-being.
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by David Hatcher Childress
Atlantis Rising Issue 13
from AtlantisRising Website

The relationship between Tesla and Marconi is a fascinating one! While Tesla has become a popular figure to
revisionist scientists in the last ten years, Marconi is still largely unknown and seen as a usurper of Tesla's
inventions.
Yet Guglielmo Marconi (1874-1937) was a brilliant scientist, and, in fact, Tesla's close friend.
Unlike Tesla, Marconi was a good businessman, socially adept, and was able to manage a sizable financial and
manufacturing empire. When Marconi allegedly died in 1937 (while still a relatively young and healthy man) he
was a multimillionaire, lived on a luxury yacht, and was probably the most knowledgeable man in the world at
the time in the practical application of Tesla Technology.
In the esoteric writing of the Latin countries, Marconi has achieved a near legendary status, much as Tesla has
recently in the United States. But most Tesla students are unaware that Marconi was supposed to have founded
a secret high-tech city in the remote southern jungles of Venezuela. The great Italian scientist Guglielmo
Marconi was a former student of Tesla's.
Marconi studied radio transmission theory with Tesla and made his first radio transmission in 1895. Marconi was
fascinated by the transmission of power, and in 1896 received a British patent and sent a signal nine miles
across the Bristol Channel. In 1899 he successfully set up a wireless station to communicate with a French
station 31 miles across the English Channel.
It was thought that the curve of the earth's surface would limit radio transmission to 200 miles at the most. When
on December 11, 1901, Marconi transmitted a signal from Poldhu, Cornwall, to St. John's Newfoundland, 2000
miles away, he created a major sensation. For this Marconi replaced the wire receiver with a coherer, a glass
tube filled with iron filings, which could conduct radio waves.
At the time there was no scientific explanation for this phenomenon of long-distance transmission, and it was
postulated that there was a layer in the upper atmosphere the ionosphere which reflected back electromagnetic
waves.

MARCONI THE MYSTERIOUS
Marconi was the son of a wealthy Italian landowner and an Irish mother. When his first transmission in 1895 had
not interested Italian authorities, he had gone to Britain. The Marconi Wireless Telegraph Company was formed
in London in 1896 and Marconi made millions off his inventions.
Marconi and Tesla are both given credit for the invention of the radio. Marconi's historical radio transmission
utilized a Heinrich Hertz spark arrester, a Popov antenna, and an Edouard Bramely coherer for his simple device
that was to go on to become the modern radio.
Marconi was given the Nobel Prize for Physics in 1909 jointly with Karl Ferdinand Braun, who made important
modifications which considerably increased the range of the first Marconi transmitters.
Like Tesla, Marconi was a mysterious man in his later years and was known to perform exotic experiments,
including some in anti-gravity, aboard his yacht Electra. Marconi's yacht was a floating super-laboratory, from
which he sent signals into space and lit lights in Australia in 1930. He did this with the aid of an Italian physicist
named Landini by sending wave train signals through the earth, much as Tesla had done in Colorado Springs.
In June of 1936 Marconi demonstrated to Italian Fascist dictator Benito Mussolini a wave gun device that could
be used as a defensive weapon. In the 1930s such devices were popularized as death rays as in a Boris Karloff
film of the same name. Marconi demonstrated the ray on a busy highway north of Milan one afternoon.
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Mussolini had asked his wife Rachele to also be on the highway at precisely 3:30 in the afternoon. Marconi's
device caused the electrical systems in all the cars, including Rachele's, to malfunction for half an hour, while
her chauffeur and other motorists checked their fuel pumps and spark plugs. At 3:35 all the cars were able to
start again. Rachele Mussolini later published this account in her autobiography.
Mussolini was quite pleased with Marconi's invention. However, it is said that Pope Pius XI learned about the
paralyzing rays and took steps to have Mussolini stop Marconi's research.
According to Marconi's followers, Marconi then, after faking his own death, took his yacht to South America in
1937.

SECRET CITY IN SOUTH AMERICA
A number of European scientists were said to have gone with Marconi, including Landini. In 1937, the enigmatic
Italian physicist and alchemist Fulcanelli warned European physicists of the grave dangers of atomic weapons
and then mysteriously vanished a few years later. He is believed to have joined Marconi's secret group in South
America.
Ninety-eight scientists were said to have gone to South America where they built a city in an extinct volcanic
crater in the southern jungles of Venezuela. In their secret city, financed by the great wealth they had created
during their lives, they continued Marconi's work on solar energy, cosmic energy, and anti-gravity. Working
secretly and apart from the world's nations, they built free-energy motors and ultimately discoid aircraft with a
form of gyroscopic anti-gravity.
The community is said to be dedicated to universal peace and the common good of all mankind. Believing the
rest of the world to be under the control of energy companies, multinational bankers and the military-industrial
complex, the story goes, they have remained isolated from the rest of the world, working subversively to foster
peace and a clean, ecological technology on the world.
We have information on this astonishing high-tech city from a number of sources. In South America the story is a
common subject among certain metaphysical groups. Says the French writer Robert Charroux in his book The
Mysteries of the Andes (1974, 1977, Avon Books), the Ciudad Subterranea de los Andes, is discussed in private
from Caracas to Santiago. Charroux goes on to tell the story of Marconi and his secret city, plus the story of a
Mexican journalist named Mario Rojas Avendaro, who investigated the Ciudad Subterranea de los Andes
(Underground City of the Andes) and concluded that it was a true story. Avendaro was contacted by a man
named Nacisso Genovese, who had been a student of Marconi's and was a physics teacher at a high school in
Baja, Mexico.
Genovese was an Italian by origin and claimed to have lived for many years in the Ciudad Subterranea de los
Andes. Sometime in the late 1950s he wrote an obscure book entitled My Trip to Mars.
Though the book was never published in English, it did appear in various Spanish, Portuguese and Italian
editions.

TESLA TECHNOLOGY
Genovese claimed that the city had been built with large financial resources, was underground, and had better
research facilities than any other research facility in the world (at that time, at least). By 1946 the city already
used a powerful collector of cosmic energy, the essential component of all matter, according to Marconi's
theories, many of which he had derived from Tesla.
In 1952, according to Genovese, we traveled above all the seas and continents in a craft whose energy supply
was continuous and practically inexhaustible. It reached a speed of half a million miles an hour and withstood
enormous pressures, near the limit of resistance of the alloys that composed it. The problem was to slow it down
at just the right time.
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According to Genovese, the city is located at the bottom of a crater, is mostly underground, and is entirely selfsufficient. The extinct volcano is covered in thick vegetation, is hundreds of miles from any roads, and is at
thirteen thousand feet in the jungle mountains of the Amazon.
The French author Charroux expressed surprise and disbelief at the statement that the city was on a junglecovered mountain that was 13,000 feet high. Yet the eastern side of the Andean cordillera has many such
mountains, from Venezuela to Bolivia, spanning thousands of miles. Several such cities and mountains could
exist in this vast, unexplored, and perpetually cloud-covered region.
Yet a secret city in a jungle crater was the least of the claims. Genovese insisted that flights to the Moon and
Mars were made in their flying saucers. He claimed that once the technology had been conquered, it was
relatively simple to make the trip to the Moon (a few hours) or Mars (several days). Genovese does not mention
pyramids or what they did on Mars. Perhaps they created a Martian base in one of the ancient, sand-blown
pyramids of the Cydonia region.
There have been many reports of UFOs in South America, especially along the edge of the mountainous jungles
of the eastern Andes, from Bolivia to Venezuela. Is it possible that some of these UFOs are anti-gravity craft
from the Ciudad Subterranea de los Andes?
In light of highly reliable sources who claim that a Last Battalion of German solders escaped via submarine in
the last days of WWII to Antarctica and South America, it is possible that the Germans may have high-tech
super cities in the remote jungles of South America as well. A number of military historians such as Col. Howard
Buechner, author of Secrets of the Holy Lance, maintain that the Germans had already created bases in Queen
Maud Land, opposite South Africa during the war.
Afterwards, German U-boats, in some reports as many as 100, took important scientists, aviators and politicians
to the final fortress of Nazi Germany. Two of these U-boats surrendered in Argentina three months after the war.
In 1947, the U.S. Navy invaded Antarctica, mainly Queen Maud Land, with Admiral Byrd in command.
The Americans, it is reported, were defeated and several jets from the four aircraft carriers were said to have
been shot down by discoid craft. The Navy retreated and did not return until 1957.
According to the book Chronicle of Akakor, first published in German by the journalist Karl Brugger, a German
battalion had taken refuge in an underground city on the borders of Brazil and Peru. Brugger, a German
journalist who lived in Manaus, was assassinated in the Rio de Janeiro suburb of Ipanema in 1981. His guide,
Tatunca Nara, went on to become Jacques Cousteau's guide on the upper Amazon. In fact, photographs of
Tatunca Nara appear in Cousteau's large coffee-table book of color photographs called Cousteau's Amazon
Journey. (For more information on Tatunca Nara, Karl Brugger, underground cities and Germans see my book
Lost Cities and Ancient Mysteries of South America.)
While the idea of secret cities in South America manufacturing flying saucers and battling the current powers of
the world from their hidden jungle fortresses may sound too much like the plot of a James Bond movie, it
appears to be rooted in fact! Based upon the above scenario, it may not be totally fantastic to suggest, as some
authors have, that Tesla was picked up during the late 1930s by a flying saucer. Yet it would not have been a
flying saucer from another planet, but one of Marconi's craft from the secret city in South America.
In the most incredible scenario so far, and one that may well be true, Tesla was induced to fake his own death,
just as Marconi and many of the other scientists had done, and was taken, by special discoid craft, to Marconi's
high-tech super-city. Away from the outside world, the military governments, the oil companies, the arms and
aircraft manufacturers, Marconi and Tesla, both supposedly dead, continued their experiments in an
atmosphere conducive to scientific achievement.
Who knows what they may have achieved? They were ten years ahead of the Germans and twenty years ahead
of the Americans in their anti-gravity technology. Could they have developed discoid spacecraft in the early
1940s, and gone on to time travel machines and hyperspace drives? Perhaps Marconi and Tesla went into the
future, and have already returned to the past!
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Time travel experiments, teleportation, pyramids on Mars, Armageddon, and an eventual Golden Age on earth,
may all have something to do with Tesla, Marconi and their suppressed inventions. While UFO experts and
former intelligence agents tell us that flying saucers are extraterrestrial and are being currently retro-engineered
by military scientists, Tesla, Marconi and their friends may be waiting for us at their space base at the pyramids
and Face on Mars.
Our government, Hollywood, and the media have trained us to certain beliefs and prejudices that amazing
technology must be from extraterrestrials visiting our planet.
To the scientist-philosopher who seeks knowledge, sometimes truth is stranger than fiction.
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